
SOCIOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY OF GENDER THE EXAMPLES OF

INFLUENTIAL WOMEN

The definition of sex (the categories of man versus woman) as we know them as social, legal and technological changes
influence social values on gender.

West and Fenstermaker conclude that doing gender involves different versions of accountability, depending on
women's "relational position" to white men. To learn more about Ochoa, you can read her fascinating
interview about her book Academic Profiling, her intellectual development, and her research motivations.
Learning Objectives Explain the influence of socialization on gender roles and their impact Key Takeaways
Key Points Gender socialization is the process by which individuals are taught how to socially behave in
accordance with their assigned gender, which is assigned at birth based on their biological sex. Updated April
22, There are many female sociologists who do important work around the world, on topics ranging from the
achievement gap, to global consumption patterns, to gender and sexuality. The most intense period of
socialization is during childhood, when adults who are members of a particular cultural group instruct young
children on how to behave in order to comply with social norms. Women were prevented from conducting
business without a male representative, be it father, brother, husband, legal agent, or even son. Heterosexuality
is assumed for those individuals who appear to act appropriately masculine or appropriately feminine. Gender
socialization is thus the process of educating and instructing males and females as to the norms, behaviors,
values, and beliefs of group membership. Eckert furthers this in stating that determining sex at one's birth is
also vital of how one presents themselves in society at an older age because "sex determination sets the stage
for a lifelong process of gendering". Engels suggested that the same owner-worker relationship seen in the
labor force could also be seen in the household, with women assuming the role of the proletariat. The dollar is
only worth as much as value as Americans are willing to ascribe to it. Therefore, men can be seen as the
dominant group and women as the subordinate group. Particularly in television, men are usually shown as
being nonemotional and detached. Both male and female students regularly take part in policing gender
boundaries through bullying. For example, children who grow up in a family with the husband a breadwinner
and the wife a homemaker will tend to accept this as the social norm. Cognitive advances encompass both
increases in knowledge and the ability to think abstractly and to reason more effectively. They are chosen by
their community to represent this tradition, and once this happens, they live out their lives in the opposite
gender, and can also get married to someone of the opposite gender to their adopted gender. Swiss-born
French philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau , for example, portrayed women as silly and frivolous creatures,
born to be subordinate to men. Doing gender is not just about acting in a particular way. In addition, the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen , which defined French citizenship after the revolution of ,
pointedly failed to address the legal status of women. For example, a girl may want to pursue a career that is
predominantly male, and if she is stifled by her sense of female identity, she may end up with a lifetime of
regret. Specifically, Butler approvingly quotes Nietzsche's claim that "there is no 'being' behind doingâ€¦ 'the
doer' is merely a fiction added to the deed â€” the deed is everything. A certain gendered patriarchy turns
abstraction into material reality. The focus on power and hierarchy reveals inspiration stemming from a
Marxist framework, utilized for instance by materialist feminism, and Foucault's writings on discourse. This
extreme cultural variation in notions of gender indicate the socially constructed nature of gender identity. See
Article History Feminism, the belief in social, economic, and political equality of the sexes. Queer Identity[
edit ] The Butlerian model presents a queer perspective on gender performance and explores the possible
intersection between socially constructed gender roles and compulsory heterosexuality. Thus, if society views
a man as masculine, he will also perceive himself to be masculine. Gender roles are generally more enforced
for women in media than they are for men. Women who want to challenge this masculine logic, even by
asking for a pay rise, are impeded from reaching their potential. Kathoey Ladyboys â€” Documentary from
faithjuliana on Vimeo. Gender Differences in Social Interaction Masculine and feminine individuals generally
differ in how they communicate with others. The division of labor works to maximize resources and
efficiency. Social constructionists would say that gender is interactional rather than individualâ€”it is
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developed through social interactions. Influence of the Enlightenment The feminist voices of the Renaissance
never coalesced into a coherent philosophy or movement. Contemporary constructionist perspective, as
proposed by Fenstermaker and West, proposes treating gender as an activity "doing" of utilizing normative
prescriptions and beliefs about sex categories based on situational variables. The validity of global self-esteem
scales has been questioned, and many suggest that more specific scales might reveal more about the adolescent
experience. Conflict theory posits that stratification is dysfunctional and harmful in society, with inequality
perpetuated because it benefits the rich and powerful at the expense of the poor. They are biologically male,
but dress and behave in a manner that Polynesians typically consider female. Imagine, for example, that you
walk into a bank, hoping to get a small loan for school, a home, or a small business venture. Provided by:
Wikipedia. Butler explains that "a masculine gender is formed from the refusal to grieve the masculine as a
possibility of love; a feminine gender is formed taken on, assumed through the fantasy which the feminine is
excluded as a possible object of love, an exclusion never grieved, but 'preserved' through the heightening of
feminine identification itself". Is gender an essential category or a social construct? You may improve this
section , discuss the issue on the talk page , or create a new article , as appropriate. Social role theory proposes
that the social structure is the underlying force in distinguishing genders and that sex-differentiated behavior is
driven by the division of labor between two sexes within a society.


